An incomplete biography of Chuck Leek
Charles “Chuck” Leek was born April 30th, 1968 in West Point, Va. He earned a
Bachelor’s degree in journalism from Ohio University in 1991. He took a job at the
Athens Messenger and also worked briefly in nearby Point Pleastant, WV at The Register before moving to Frayser County to head the news desk at The Orion Star in 1998.
Charles married his college girlfriend, Anna Thayer, in 1992. They had no children
and were divorced in 2002, shortly after Charles lost his job at the Star. Charles was let
go due to a prevailing perception that his growing interest in the paranormal, particularly that which related to rumored esoteric histories of Orion and surrounding Frayser
county, was interfering with his duties as news editor. Indeed, it was this same obsession which drove a wedge between Charles and Anna.
After their divorce, Anna returned to her hometown of Corning, NY, and Charles
found employment producing newscasts for WORN, Orion’s independent AM radio station. In 2004, he began hosting a political talk show five nights a week called
“Chuck Leek’s Late Night Leak”. The show focused on corruption and conspiracy in
government, both local and national. It wasn’t long, however, before Chuck found
the show’s topics drifting into the realms of the paranormal. Discussions on pork barrel spending quickly gave way to conversations about Bilderbergs, Bohemian Grove,
witchcraft, men in black, demonic posession, UFO disclosure, shadow people, shadow
governments, reptillian invasions, strange disappearances, hauntings, extra-dimensional entities, time travelers, ancient advanced civilizations, planned extinctions, killer
alien fungi, and more. The damned was drawn to him as much as he was to it, and the
weirder the show got, the higher its ratings rose. Several affiliates across the country
picked up the show over the years, and soon, via the internet, Chuck was broadcasting
live to the world. On ocassion, Chuck opens up the phone lines to take calls from his
listeners and invites them share their strange experiences.
Tonight is one such night, and as clock strikes twelve, Chuck takes to mic, and to the
phones...
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Chuck Leek’s “The Late Night Leak” runs from midnight to 4 am EST. It is broadcast locally from WORN AM
1600 and is picked up by several affiliate stations nationwide. It is also broadcast worldwide on the internet.
WORN is Orion, Ohio’s only radio station. The station is located at the southeastern edge of town, on the edge of
the Lake Frayser State Forest.

Orion, Ohio

“The Devil fell through Frayser County on his way to Hell” - local proverb
Orion, Ohio is the county seat of Frayser County. The original settlement was founded in 1805 by James Frayser, a Massachusetts-born lumber baron and known mesmerist. The county was organized on February 1, 1810
and was named after the controversial industrialist who founded the village of Orion. Frayser built a mill in the
county which operated well into the 20th century, and was, for a long period of time, the largest employer in the
area. Frayser was an early financial supporter of the Squier and Davis survey of the Ohio Valley in the 1840’s, but
a falling out of some kind caused him to either back out or be forced out of the project, and his name is totally
absent from Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley, and from nearly all documentation regarding the survey.
He vanished without a trace in the very forest that would eventually bear his name in 1855. His strange life and
mysterious disappearance were the twin sparks that ignited Charles Leek’s interest in the bizarre unwritten histories
of his new hometown, and led him down the path that would ultimately lead to hosting “The Late Night Leak” on
WORN.

The Late Night Leak

“From the edge of Orion to The Super-Sargasso Sea and beyond, this is The Late Night Leak, Open Lines. Let’s go
to the Eastern/Central line... You’re on the air with Chuck Leek...”
Chuck’s persona onair is unflappable and professional, but affable. He treats his callers with respect, but is not a
doormat. He sees himself as a window for the stories of his callers to pass through. He has few rules for his callers,
but they must adhere to them or be disconnected...
1.) Call on the right line. There is an Eastern/Central line for callers in those timezones, a Western/Pacific line
for callers out west, and an international line for the rest of the world. If you call the wrong line, your call will be
terminated.
2.) Turn off your radio. Feedback on the line is unacceptable.
3.) One call per caller per show.
Chuck has heard it all at this point, and has little patience for obvious bullshit stories. He gives his callers the benefit of the doubt, but will teriminate a call that he thinks is someone pulling his leg for airtime.
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